
Easy Elizabeth Fingerless Gloves 

The small print

SKILL LEVEL:   EASY

MATERIALS:
• Hook: U.S. 4.5mm
•  Light size 3 Yarn – 1 skein (I used Loops & Threads   
Snuggly Wuggly in Dove Grey and Soft Grey in the photos)
• Stitch Marker
• Darning Needle & Scissors

*NOTE: Using the incorrect hook and yarn size will likely cause the finished 
project to be larger or smaller - but that’s fine if that’s what you want.

PATTERN INFO

Designed by Jamey Ekins

Copyright © 2017 by Jamey Ekins of Dabbles & Babbles. The pattern and 
photos contained in this document are property of Dabbles & Babbles. 
All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, 
distributed, sold or transmitted in any form or by any means, including 
photocopying, recording, or other electronic or mechanical methods, 
without the prior written permission of the designer/publisher.

You are welcome to sell your creations using my patterns and
I would be thankful if you would credit Dabbles & Babbles in a link or 
wherever it is being sold.
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PATTERN

Ribbed Wrist Cuff

Chain 13 stitches. 

Row 1: Starting in the 2nd chain from the hook, sc into each stitch until you reach the end of the row, turn.

Row 2: Ch1, sc into the back loop in each stitch across the row, turn. (see photo below for help finding the back 
loop).

Row 3 – 27: Repeat the steps in Row 2 (it should end up approx. 7” long) To make the glove larger, just make sure 
to have an uneven number of rows before you start working on the hand portion with the Elizabeth stitches.

Turn the ribbed cuff portion you’ve completed. You’ll now start crocheting along the long side of the section you 
just made.

Hand Portion

Row 1: 1 sc into the end of each row from the cuff, turn.

Row 2: Ch3, 1 Elizabeth Stitch in every other stitch across the entire row, turn.

Continues on next page...

ABBREVIATIONS:
ch = chain

sl = slip stitch

sc = single crochet

Pattern written in U.S. terminology

FINISHED SIZE:  4” wide x 5.5” long

PATTERN  DETAILS

This crochet pattern is worked in two sections, the ribbed 
cuff and then secondly the hand portion. To finish it off, the 
sides are seamed together.

Elizabeth Stitch:
Insert your hook into next stitch, pull up a loop, yarn over, 
back into the same stitch and pull up another loop, yarn over 
and pull through all four loops on the hook. ch 1.

See ELIZABETH STITCH YouTube Tutorial here.

CLICK HERE TO WATCH THE 
FINGERLESS GLOVES VIDEO 

TUTORIAL

https://youtu.be/3hV-v8Gl8ek
https://youtu.be/RtRY7J3ubpI
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Row 3: Ch3, 1 Elizabeth Stitch in every other stitch across the entire row, turn. across the entire row with the last 
stitch being worked under the turning chain, turn.

Rows 4 – 12: Repeat the steps in Row 3. If you would like the gloves longer add additional rows. If you wish to make  
the glove a little longer, add additional rows.

Finishing

Fold in half and stitch together using the whip stitch, leaving a space for your thumb to go through (for me that was 
about 2.75” up for the edge of the cuff, leaving about 1.75” for the hole above and then stitch up the last 1”).

For a more interesting look, add different colors of yarn as you work through the pattern.


